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The real estate is an important part of the national economy and the tertiary 
industry. It is the basic,guiding and pillar industry of national economy, with their 
supportive role. But in recent years, the real estate price rose rapidly. In some cities, 
the house price went up sharply, its rate far exceeded the increasing rate of the overall 
economy and the other industries. The too quickly rising trend of house price not only 
extremely influences city dweller's living conditions but also is an unstable element 
for the macroeconomics' smooth and sustained development. At the same time, the 
problem of house price has become an economic as well as a social problem that has 
aroused universal concerns. Thus, we analyze the influencing factors of the real estate 
price, based on the equilibrium price model. 
This article was divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduction, describes the 
development and regulation of real estate history, leading the research background 
and significance; Chapter 2 the static equilibrium analysis of real estate prices, with 
the market equilibrium theory, we get the qualitative analysis of the equilibrium price 
level by studying the impact factors of the demand and supply; Chapter 3 the dynamic 
equilibrium model of real estate prices, we consider the real estate as consumer goods 
and investment goods, and put it into the consumer utility function, then use the 
conditions of utility maximization to solve the real estate prices; Chapter 4 the 
co-integration analysis of real estate prices, we get the impact of factors through the 
equilibrium analysis of the Chapter 2,3. Then this chapter just test the conclusions by 
the quarterly data of Fujian Province from 2000 to 2010 ; Chapter 5 the conclusion 
and prospect, by co- integration test ,we verify that the income and mortgage loan 
interest rates to the price are on long-term stable relationships, then we have a outlook 
about the future regulation of the housing market .  
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身的投资需求，则其需求函数 YD 可表示如下： 
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房地产的供给函数 S 表示如下： 
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